
                                                                  Resources for 2014                                                 
 

 
People working together to build a just, peaceful and sustainable world.        

 
 

Short on-line or downloadable videos relevant to  

 ‘Living Differently’ 
 

If you have half an hour or more: 

- the first two films from ‘The Story of Stuff’ project summed up the spirit of ‘More than 

Enough?’. They’d make a good background to ‘Living Differently’ and would make an 

excellent discussion-starter: 

“The Story of Stuff” with Annie Leonard (21 Minutes)  

“The Story of Change” here Annie Leonard follows up the first one. (6 minutes) 

  -    the third one is particularly relevant to  ‘Living Differently’  and would work well with either  
        of the others:   “The Story of Solutions” Annie Leonard presents (9 minutes) 
 

These are cartoons – with a real person presenting - funny but with a serious analysis of our situation. The 

films are from the US but the situation in the UK is not so different –you could discuss differences and how 

they might affect our response – after discussion you might use the OWW Pledges to round off the event.  
 

You can watch them online OR download the films free from the Story of Stuff project’s website : 

http://www.storyofstuff.org/downloads/movie-files-2/  full instructions are given – allow plenty of time 

and make sure you have plenty of space as they are very large files. 

The following are mostly on YouTube and similar - watch online –share with others 

“The high price of materialism”-  Tom Crompton, Change Strategist at WWF-UK.   (6 minutes) 

The animated cartoon is a summary of Tim Kasser’s book- (American, but  relevant more widely; 
very good)  http://valuesandframes.org/the-high-price-of-materialism/  

 

“What is enough?”  :    Mike Dickson TED x Exeter  Lecture (10 minutes) (April 2012) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbD8CDa-HJs&feature=player_embedded 
 

“Ecocide, the 5th Crime Against Peace”:  Polly Higgins at TEDxExeter  lecture (19 minutes)(May 
2012)   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EuxYzQ65H4 

 

“Religions and babies”  Hans Rosling TED Lecture  (April 2012) on global population trends and the 
role of religions (13 minutes).  Excellent short lecture with amazing dynamic statistics.  Very 
informative. Highly recommended. 
http://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_religions_and_babies.html    
 

Interview with Raj Patel: on Perspectives on the Global Food System and Food justice (11 minutes)  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYWJAFXkheI 

 

Hungry for change, CAFOD  - excellent video about the food system and other related activity 
resources  in:   http://www.cafod.org.uk/Campaign/Get-clued-up/Food 
 

Feeding Nine Billion: A solution to the global food crisis by Dr Evan Fraser, University of Guelf, 
Ontario. Canada.  A considered and balanced outline in a hand drawn cartoon.  Makes its points 
straightforwardly but rapidly (12 minutes !)  Impressive. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raSHAqV8K9c 
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